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GERMAN INVESTMENT AND INNOVATION IN NZ´S  

AGRICULTURE 

For over 130 years sheep farming was considered the most important industry in New Zealand given 

there were in fact more sheep than people in Aotearoa. The country´s sheep population peaked at 

70 million in 1982 which meant 22 woolly creatures per person. Henceforth for the rest of the world 

the typical New Zealander became known as the inventive sheep farmer who lived a happy life on a 

remote island somewhere in the Pacific, surrounded by his grass chewing herd. 

Of course, this is just a humorous cliché and fast forward almost 40 years agriculture has developed 

immensely and become an even more important, high performing and innovative business sector in 

New Zealand.

One of the largest dairy producers in the 

world 

Although the number of sheep dropped over the years 

and is now largely replaced with cattle, agriculture 

remains NZ´s major industry that contributes 

approximately NZ$10.6 billion dollars (5 %) to the 

country´s GDP. According to the Ministry of Primary 

Industries (MPI), the total agricultural exports alone 

bring in over NZ$28 billion dollars each year. 

The dairy industry, often fondly called the ´backbone` 

of the country´s economy, is a big part of New 

Zealand´s heritage. NZ dairy companies are trusted 

suppliers of a full range of dairy products. The Dairy 

Companies Association of New Zealand (DCANZ) 

states, three percent of the wold´s milk is produced in 

New Zealand, which makes Aotearoa the 8th largest 

dairy producer worldwide. Most of the milk (95%) gets 

exported as milk powder, butter, cheese or infant 

formula to NZ´s key markets: China, Australia, United 

States, United Arab Emirates, and Japan. 

 

We have asked three of our GNZCC members, that are 

high performing businesses in the agriculture and 

horticulture sector in New Zealand, about their 

investments, perspectives, successes and also their 

challenges. All three of them unite German investment 

with NZ´s excellent conditions for their trading sectors. 

Aquila Capital sees future in organic farming 

New Zealand´s optimal soil and climate conditions 

were especially convincing factors for investors like 

Germany´s Aquila Capital. The alternative asset 

management division of the Aquila Group is an owner-

managed investment company which has EUR 8.2 

billion assets under management (as at December 

2018). Since 2009 they invest into New Zealand´s dairy 

industry.  

Eike Schoen-Petersen is Aquila Capital´s Senior 

Investment Advisor for agriculture and responsible for 

the profitability and management of the farms in NZ. 

He states that they started with co-investing in farms 

to improve their productivity: “We went on from 

being just the manager of operating farms to 

becoming a full farm management company called 

Aquila Sustainable Farming.” Being a trained 

veterinarian, Schoen-Petersen had also owned one of 
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the biggest organic farms in Germany and now invests 

his extensive experience and passion for dairy farming 

into five conventional and six organic Kiwi dairy farms, 

located in the South Island. For Eike from a risk-return 

point of view, New Zealand was the right choice for 

Aquila Capital´s investment, given the country´s 

sustainable production conditions and skilled people. 

For Aquila, the investment into organic dairy farms is 

particularly important as they believe those farms are 

innovative, sustainable and forward-thinking. In total, 

1.200 investors invest their money in 5,500 NZ cows, 

organically farmed and certified by EU Organic OMAR 

(Organic Overseas Market Access Requirements) 

standards. 

Aquila Sustainable Farming doesn´t use any mineral 

nitrogen fertilizers, the EU organic standard also has 

strict requirements in terms of product control and 

animal welfare. “We practise sustainability by 

producing less methane due to smaller herds and we 

also reduce our carbon footprint. You have to imagine 

that just leaving out the nitrogen fertilizer has the same 

impact as removing about 1000 cars from our roads.” 

At the same time, the farms remain profitable. Aquila 

Capital has also invested in technology that quickly 

detects cow diseases. While conventional farms often 

randomly treat their cattle with antibiotics, Eike 

Schoen-Petersen knows that just treating the 

diagnosed illness with specific EU organic standard 

medication is more effective and saves money in the 

long run. He is confident that the transition of their 

conventional farms into organic farms was worth the 

effort. To him, their key to success is a combination of 

the German DNA of the business and his fantastic New 

Zealand staff. Focus, quality control, specification, and 

constant optimisation are words often used by the 

German expert: “We don´t wait until someone comes 

up to us requiring certain numbers, standards or 

certificates. Often, we have done this work already as 

it´s beneficial for our farms. It´s no rocket science, we 

are just very systematic, very German I suppose.” 

Although rules for foreign investment in New Zealand 

businesses have been tightened under the new 

Government, Schoen-Petersen is optimistic and 

proudly states that from August 2019 Aquila 

Sustainable Farming will deliver their very first organic 

A2 milk. Furthermore, he plans their own 

environmental assessment to make sure Aquila´s 

organic farms don´t pollute the rivers and contribute 

to a cleaner environment through a sustainable and 

high performing organic dairy farming concept. 

GEA pushes NZ economy with the world´s 

largest dairy spray dryer 

As one of the largest exporters of dairy products in the 

world, it goes without saying that New Zealand is 

considered a key market for GEA, Global Engineering 

Alliance. The Düsseldorf based company´s subsidiary 

GEA NZ Ltd concentrates on providing innovative 

solutions for dairy farming equipment, food and 

beverage processing, as well as water and wastewater 

applications.   

Managing Director of GEA NZ Ltd Nick Ramsden 

points out that New Zealand´s farming model is 

unique: “Most countries will have housed cows so 

mostly cows live in barns during the winter and the milk 

DIM (Days in Milk) are slightly differently managed 

than they are here in New Zealand. New Zealand is a 

market leader in providing equipment to the pastoral 

based dairy farming scene.” In order to get a stronger 

and broader approach to New Zealand’s dairy 

industry, GEA invested in further acquisitions of NZ 

companies like Avapac packing machines, Milfos 

milking machines, and FIL (Farmers Industries Limited) 

farm hygiene equipment. Ramsden adds that one of 

GEA´s key brands ´NIRO` has been heavily involved in 

NZ for many years in developing spray drying 

technology: “The spray dryers that we build in New 

Zealand are the largest anywhere in the world. This 

produces quite a significant testbed for the rest of the 

world. Some of that technology has come to New 

Zealand from Europe and has actually been refined 

further here.”  

GEA NZ Ltd operates with 340 permanent employees 

working in two factories in Hamilton, one in Mount 

Manganui and an office headquarters in Auckland. 

According to Nick Ramsden, they hold the largest 

market presence (25-30% market share) in their 
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particular technology sector. He believes the great 

success comes from his skilled team and the 

knowledge in the business: “And I guess the 

challenge is keeping that alive and bringing new 

people into the business and introduce them to the 

culture.”  

Fresh fruit from New Zealand to the world 

English born Edward Turner can be called one of the 

fruit export pioneers in New Zealand. He arrived in 

Auckland in 1883 and established a fruit and flower 

shop. In 1893, Turner started a business as a fruit 

importer and soon became the leading fruit auctioneer 

in Auckland. In 1921, the business amalgamated with a 

grower cooperative to form Turners & Growers Ltd 

(T&G). Turner had no idea that his company would be 

operating globally one day, he would have been 

surprised by the T&G of the 21st century. Today T&G 

is one of the largest growers of fresh produce in New 

Zealand and the largest exporter of apples to the 

world, responsible for a third of the country’s annual 

crop. In 2012 the BayWa AG from Munich, a leading 

trading and service group with investments across the 

building, energy and agriculture sectors, acquired a 

majority shareholding, 73.99 percent, of Turners & 

Growers Global. Peter Landon-Lane, Chief Operating 

Officer of T&G Global, describes the takeover as a 

milestone in the globalisation of BayWa´s fresh fruit 

business: “T&G Global was seen as an attractive 

company because it had a dedicated team in place, an 

attractive product portfolio of unique brands, a close 

relationship with growers in New Zealand, the USA and 

Europe, and access to attractive markets worldwide.” 

As a team BayWa and T&G are now able to provide a 

365-day-supply of fresh fruit. For Peter Landon-Lane 

the advantages of this acquisition are clear: “Both 

companies have continued to develop and grow their 

respective businesses and to take advantage of 

synergies not only in fresh produce production and 

marketing but also in areas such as new technologies, 

IT, governance, sustainability and people exchanges.” 

With BayWa on their side New Zealand´s T&G now has 

more possibilities to grow and be a modern and 

innovative company. According to Chief Operating 

Officer Landon-Lane T&G is well positioned for the 

future. In order to react on climate change, he explains 

the fresh fruit producer is working on the global 

commercialisation of heat tolerant apple varieties: 

“The Hot Climate Programme is one of the most 

exciting global breeding projects, addressing the 

challenges being experienced by apple growers in hot 

climates. Now, there is a rich pipeline of new varieties 

which are close to commercialisation and we are 

confident these varieties will offer a range of flavours 

and textures.” 
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